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Don’t Fight the Fed.
MARKET UPDATE FROM GLENN

There is an old saying
in Wall Street, “don’t
fight the Fed” and if one
chart alone can explain
the market’s rapid
rebound in the second
quarter, it is this one.
(see Chart 1)

The US Federal Reserve Bank’s
balance sheet at the beginning of
the 2008 Great Financial Crisis stood

at $880 billion and increased to a
peak of $4.5 trillion six years later.
In response to Covid-19 in 2020, the
Fed has increased its balance sheet
above $7 trillion in a rapid manner.
This expansion has pushed $3 trillion
in capital into our financial system
and the US has not acted alone.
We are joined with global central
bankers taking the same actions to
reflate their economies also in order
to protect jobs.

When the Fed wants to rescue the
economy (markets), it can do so
with the size of its balance sheet.
Central banker actions in March
gave us confidence that order was
being restored to bond markets as
evidenced by a return to normal
capital flows in daily market
operations. This is reflected in
corporate bond yields over the last
few months. Chart 2 represents the
increase in Baa investment grade
bond yields as the virus and OPEC

Chart 1 | Fed’s Balance Sheet above $7 trillion in short order
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price war first hit the markets and
subsequent price recovery after Fed
interventions. Because of perceived
investment risk that a corporate bond
has over the safety of a US treasury
bond, corporate bond investors are
compensated with higher yields
above US treasury securities. The
spread in Baa corporate bonds over
treasuries moved from 1.25% points
above the US 10-year treasury note
yield in the pre-covid period, to a
spread of 4.33% as investors sold
corporate bonds in a flight to safety.
Chart 3 is a snapshot representing
the high yield bond market during
this same time period. High yield
bonds moved from a pre-covid low
yield of 4.98% to a high of 11.69%
on March 23, 2020 and have since
recovered to a yield of 6.62%.

Chart 2 | Baa Corporate Bond additional yield paid over US Treasuries

Chart 3 | US Corporate High Yield Bond Index

Falling bond yields have been
powerful to offset growth concerns
of the past few months. Lower bond
yields have lifted equity valuations
higher by increasing investor
confidence to ‘look through’ weaker
near-term profits in expectations of
further growth in the future.
For stocks, the challenge is
estimating future corporate
profitability in such an uncertain
time. The stock market is discounting
2020 earnings as an aberration and
averaging expected forward earnings
growth over the next two years.
Bloomberg consensus estimates for
S&P 500 earnings growth year-overyear are $126.40 (-21.96%), $159.40
(+26.13%), and $187.20 (+17.49%) for
the calendar years of 2020, 2021 and
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2022, respectively. Currently, the S&P
500 trades at 22.5 price/earnings
(P/E) multiple versus a two-year
average of 19.6 x. The stock market is
expensive by this measure, but with
the support of low interest rates, can
remain at higher P/E levels. Given
central bank and federal government
pandemic stimulus packages,
investors are expecting a resumption
of a strong global economy in 2021
and 2022.
After a sharp initial decline, there has
been recovery in confidence levels
of consumers and businesses. Chart
4 represents consumer confidence
levels and chart 5 represents
business confidence using the
Purchasing Managers Index. When
the index is at 50 or greater, the
economy is in an expansion phase,
less than 50 represents contraction.
This chart shows that we’ve returned
to expansion of the economy as
represented by business purchases.
Given the resurgence of Covid-19 in
the US, we are watching confidence
levels closely and will be listening
intently to CEOs as they give their
quarterly earnings reports and
guidance.

Chart 4 | Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index

Chart 5 | Purchasing Managers Index

We are watchful of employment data
and are looking to see if programs
like the Paycheck Protection Program
and Main Street lending facilities can
protect jobs by returning workers
to full employment. Chart 6 is the
monthly US unemployment rate
that now stands at 13%, up from
3.5% posted in December 2019. A
useful gauge to check improving
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employment conditions is the
rolling four week moving average
of weekly jobless claims as seen in
Chart 7. This is showing promising
signs as less workers file for weekly
unemployment benefits since the
beginning of the pandemic.
There are news reports of an
addition $1 trillion stimulus package
and pressure is on Congress to get
it done before the August recess.
We believe this additional stimulus
will also be supportive of financial
assets. Therefore, we anticipate
that investment asset valuations
will remain richly priced with high
price to earning multiples for
stocks and low yields for bonds for
some time to come. This can lead
to a sideways trading market that
presents opportunities during market
declines as we grind higher overall
on earnings growth expectations.

Chart 6 | US Unemployment Rate

Chart 7 | 4 Week Moving Average Weekly US Jobless Claims

If you have any questions or
comments about our market
updates, we welcome the
opportunity to speak with you.
email us
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